
UNIT- III 
ANOLOG MULTIPLIER AND PLL 

 
1. List the basic building blocks of PLL:  
1.Phase detector/comparator  
2.Low pass filter  
3.Error amplifier  
4.Voltage controlled oscillator  
 
2. Define FSK modulation.(MAY 2010)  
FSK is a type of frequency modulation ,in which the binary data or code is  transmitted by means of a 
carrier frequency that is shifted between two fixed frequency namely mark(logic1) and space 
frequency(logic 0).  
 
3. What is analog multiplier?(MAY 2010)  
A multiplier produces an output v0, which is proportional to the product of two inputs vx  and vy  
V0= kvxvy  
 
4. List out the various methods available for performing for analog multiplier.  
• Logarithmic summing technique  
• Pulse height /width modulation technique  
• Variable transconductance technique  
• Multiplication using gilbert cell  
• Multiplication technique using transconductance technique  
 
5. Mention some areas where PLL is widely used. (DEC 2009)  
1.Radar synchronizations  
2. Satellite communication systems  
3. Air borne navigational systems  
4. FM communication systems  
5.Computers.  
 
6. What are the three stages through which PLL operates?  
1.Free running  
2.Capture  
3.Locked/ tracking  
 
7. Define lock-in range of a PLL. (MAY 2010)  
The range of frequencies over which the PLL can maintain lock with the incoming signal is called 
the lock-in range or tracking range. It is expressed as a percentage of theVCO free running 
frequency.  
 
8. Define capture range of PLL. (MAY 2010)  
The range of frequencies over which the PLL can acquire lock with an input signal is  called the 
capture range. It is expressed as a percentage of the VCO free running frequency.  
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9. Write the expression for FSK modulation.(MAY 2010)  
Δvf=f2-f1/k0  
 
10. Define free running mode .(MAY 2010)  
An interactive computer mode that allows more than one user to have  simultaneous use of a 
program.  
 
12. For perfect lock, what should be the phase relation between the incoming signal and VCO output 
signal?  
The VCO output should be 90 degrees out of phase with respect to the input  signal.  
 
13.Give the classification of phase detector:  
1.Analog phase detector .  
2.Digital phase detector  
 
14.What is a switch type phase detector?  
An electronic switch is opened and closed by signal coming from VCO and the input signal is 
chopped at a repetition rate determined by the VCO frequency.This type of phase detector is called a 
half wave detector since the phase information for only one half of the input signal is detected and 
averaged.  
 
15.What are the problems associated with switch type phase detector?  
1.The output voltage Ve is proportional to the input signal amplitude.This is undesirable  because it 
makes phase detector gain and loop gain dependent on the input signal amplitude.  
2.The output is proportional to cosφ making it non linear.  
 
16.What is a voltage controlled oscillator?  
Voltage controlled oscillator is a free running multivibrator operating at a set frequency called the 
free running frequency.This frequency can be shifted to either side by applying a dc control voltage 
and the frequency deviation is proportional to the dc control voltage.  
 
17. Define Voltage to Frequency conversion factor.  
Voltage to Frequency conversion factor is defined as, Kv = fo / Vc= 8fo /Vcc  
Vc is the modulation voltage  fo frequency shift  
 
18.What is the purpose of having a low pass filter in PLL?  
*It removes the high frequency components and noise.  
*Controls the dynamic characteristics of the PLL such as capture range, lock-in range,band-width 
and transient response.  
*The charge on the filter capacitor gives a short- time memory to the PLL  
 
19.Discuss the effect of having large capture range.  
The PLL cannot acquire a signal outside the capture range, but once captured, it will hold on till the 
frequency goes beyond the lock-in range.Thus , to increase the ability  of lock range,large capture 
range is required.But, a large capture range will make the PLL more susceptible to noise and 
undesirable signal.  
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20.Mention some typical applications of PLL:  
• Frequency multiplication/division  
• Frequency translation  
• AM detection  
• FM demodulation  
• FSK demodulation.  
 
21.What is a compander IC? Give some examples.(DEC 2009)  
The term companding means compressing and expanding.In a communication system, the audio 
signal is compressed in the transmitter and expanded in the receiver. Examples : LM 2704- LM 2707 
; NE 570/571.  
 
22.What are the merits of companding?  
*The compression process reduces the dynamic range of the signal before it is transmitted.  
*Companding preserves the signal to noise ratio of the original signal and avoids non linear 
distortion of the signal when the input amplitude is large.  
*It also reduces buzz,bias and low level audio tones caused by mild interference.  
 

Possible 12 marks 
1. Describe the application of PLL. (MAY 2010)  

2. Explain about the gilbert multiplier cell.( MAY 2010).  

3. Derive the expression for voltage to frequency conversion factor. ( MAY 2010).  

4. With neat diagram explain the operating principles of PLL.(MAY/JUNE 2010)  

5. Explain briefly about application of analog multiplier ICs.  

6. Explain briefly about Monolithic PLL IC 565.  

7. Explain about the variable transconductance technique.  

8. Explain about the analog multiplier using emitter coupled transistor technique. 
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